
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Zaxyn Media / Toyota Cruisers & Trucks Magazine Editorial Changes 

Colorado Springs, CO, October 15, 2014. Zaxyn Media, LLC. is excited to 
announce key editorial changes for TCT Magazine as the top Toyota 
magazine finishes its 8th year of publication (first year as TCT). 

The newest addition to the TCT Crew is Daniel Markofsky, of Denver, 
Colorado. Daniel is a long time Land Cruiser Enthusiast and an excellent 

photographer with many off-road and overland trips under his belt, including several tours of Israel and 
Jordan. Daniel is involved with Rising Sun 4X4 Club and helps organize several annual runs, including the 
famous annual Outlaws Run and Cruise Moab. Daniel has joined the TCT team as our new Land Cruiser 
Editor, previously filled by Jonathan Harris. 

Jonathan Harris has served as Land Cruiser editor since 2013, and will now be handling Editor in Chief 
duties as well as coordinating event coverage for the magazine. An accomplished photographer and with 
a keen eye for detail, Jonathan will be ensuring Toyota Cruisers & Trucks continues to excel as the best 
source of Toyota information on the planet. With over 20 events around the country every year, 
Jonathan will also make sure each gets the attention required for amazing editorial coverage. 

About TCT Magazine 
Formed from the combination of FJ Cruiser Magazine and Tacoma Magazine, Toyota Cruisers & Trucks 
Magazine is the premier Toyota publication that serves all platforms. As a no-charge Digital PDF, TCT 
(and FJC before it) pioneered great digital magazine publication without sacrificing impeccable design. 
TCT is the only publication in this genre that delivers content via digital PDF, interactive iPad app, and 
traditional web-based channels. Learn more about TCT Magazine at TCTMagazine.net 

About Zaxyn Media, LLC 
Zaxyn Media, LLC has been producing cutting edge digital content since 2008, and is a leader in new 
media, technology, organic content, and geospatial consulting. With a combined 40+ years of 
technology and publishing experience, the Zaxyn team regularly surpasses expectations for clients 
around the country. In addition to TCT Magazine, Zaxyn publishes several outdoor and OHV related sites 
including Adventure Insider.com, Off Road Trailer Info.com, and Way2Tread.com. Learn more about 
Zaxyn at zaxyn.com or call 303-578-9868 for further information.  
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